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Abstract
It is a requirement in the practice of economic enterprising to gain productive skill
training and capitalization or provision of capital using the moving loan for the member.
However, there is still constraint for this method, which is some members are being late
to return the loan, because of some reasons. This paper aims to analyze the effect of the
moving loan for the pengajian (religious gathering) of An Naml, especially who used it for
the food processing business; and to analyze their income’s allocation, whether the income
is allocated for the consumption, education, and health or set the income aside for the
religious fund, such as infaq, alms, kurban and hajj’s fund. This paper employs qualitative
and quantitative approaches, gathering data using in-depth interview, observation and
distributing questioners to the 15 select members (purposive sampling). The analysis
techniques used are descriptive analysis, paired t-test and correlation analysis. This paper
found that the economic enterprise of the member of the An Naml religious gathering,
according to the correlation test, proof that between the total income and the savings,
before and after the loan given is positively related. In doing so, the connection between
the total income and the religious fund before the loan given is related positively, but after
the loan given the relation is undetected.
Keywords: entrepreneurship, pengajian, economic empowerment

Introduction
Suwarno (2007: 82-85) explains that the women in beach area
district Temon, Kulon Progo actually have a great chances to increase their
family’s income. The Kulon Progo local government forming the moving
loan fund called Usaha Ekonomi Desa Simpan Pinjam (Savings and Loan
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Village Enterprise), which is including the sea food processing training.
Nevertheless, still this training program does not seem adequate to fulfill
the society needs and also did not shown its effects, because the program
is not sustained; the society still unable to getting the adequate knowledge
about selling their product.
Most of the women, especially the women entrepreneur, always
have the double roles, which are: job and family. In her research, Sari
(2012: 25-35) did interviewing four success women entrepreneurs in
Yogyakarta, and revealed that those women have to balancing their role
in home and in their job. Their strategies to make their life balance are:
personal management (self control), interpersonal familial management
like time management, adjusting time with their family and their job,
and the last is sharing their roles with the employer and adjusting their
behavior with religion as life guidance.
Outside Indonesia, such as in Union of Emirat Arab (UEA), they
try to decrease the amount of the foreign labor by improving the quality
of their own labor, including female labor. In order to activate the female
labor in the business field, the government established Female Entrepreneur
Association. Intan (2011) does research on the motivation behind the
UEA’s female entrepreneur. After interviewing 16 female entrepreneurs,
Intani explains that those women wanted to be an entrepreneur, because
they really wanted to be independent and actualize themselves. They don’t
seem to have got a conflict with their family, their jobs and their social
life, most of it happens because they really depend on their household’s
assistance. But, actually, in the beginning of their career, they have got so
many obstacles, such as: the local culture which forbids women to work
outside their home, and the lack of family and government support, and
the most important is their own lack of business or managerial knowledge.
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Poverty happens not only in rural area, but takes place also in the
city. Poverty is caused by the physical development in the city which needs
vast area (Sulistiyani, 2004: 19). One of the biggest cities in Indonesia with
a great development is Yogyakarta. The population in Yogyakarta in 2010 is
388.627 people; consisting of 189.137 males, and 199.490 females. There
are not many households in Yogyakarta, but still, the new arrivals should
be controlling to anticipate the uncontrollable of population growth.
The District Umbulharjo is the district with the highest population in
Yogyakarta according to the census done in 2010, with the 76.740
populations, consisting of 37.114 males and 39.626 females. The high
population in this district has caused the high amount of poor people,
which are 3.382 poor people in 2009 (BPS Kota Yogyakarta, 2012: 24).
The poverty raising process needs an enterprise intervention
(Mariyanti, 2016). The society enterprise is a demand in development
process. The enterprise in the society context is the individual ability to mix
with other person to develop the usefulness of the society (Anwar, 2007:
3). The society enterprise is not only for the male population, because
the society believed that females population also have a great involvement
in development (Sakai, 2016). This fact is supporting by the amount of
female population in Yogyakarta, especially in Umbulharjo, which is bigger
than the male population.
Most of Indonesian females are Muslimah who able to imitate
Khadijah, the prophet Muhammad’s wife, whom is able to combine
the woman’s role as a wife, an entrepreneur and a house wives together.
Meanwhile, it is presumable that the desire of practicing to enterprise
and to improve the Indonesian woman, originated from Raden Adjeng
Kartini. The female enterprise is not only the government responsibility,
but also the society responsibility, and all the people should work together
to make it happen. Allah said in the Quran, which explains that, all the
people should be responsible to raising poverty:
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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Every soul will be (held) in pledge for its deeds (38), Except the
Companions of The Right Hand (39), (They will be) in Gardens
(of delight); they will question each other (40), And (ask) the
Sinners (41), What led you into Hell-Fire (42), They will say “We
were not of those who prayed” (43), “Nor were we of those who
fed the indigent” (44) (QS. al-Muddatstsir, 74: 38-44)
Shihab (2007: 379) explains that “giving food” supposed to be
understood not mainly as giving the food literally but also has another
meaning as giving help to others. It is also understood as a human position
which is bound by the brotherhood, so we have to help to each other
(Reisman, 2017). As the utterance of prophet Muhammad, “All mukmin
is as a person, if he hurts his head, so his whole body is also hurt, he will
have fever and unable to sleep at night (Hadith transmitted by Muslim).
Pengajian An-Naml is one of the religious gatherings which the
member consists of ladies and female teenagers. Its head quarter is in
Giwangan sub-district, Umbulharjo District Yogyakarta. This religious
gathering had been established after the earthquake in Yogyakarta in
2006 by Mrs. Purbudi Wahyuni, the lecturer in Human Resource
Management in UPN Veteran Yogyakarta, who also becomes the chief
of the Social Managing Unit (UPS) in PNPM Mandiri Perkotaan in sub
district Giwangan since 2009. In the beginning, this gathering is done in
order to do the self-reflection and self-introspection after the Yogyakarta’s
earthquake, but then, this gathering done every Sunday afternoon until
now.
In general, there are two advantages from the an-Naml religious
gathering, those are: able to extend the member’s view about religion
and other life aspects, and facilitating the member to get many accesses
needed by the member and also for the inhabitants around them. Through
this gathering, there are three basic enterprising components, namely
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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education, mental attitude and economic matters. This research mainly
focuses on economics, especially economic matters with relation to the
gathering members.
From the explanation, the purposes of this research are first, analyze
the economic enterprise’s target, especially which relating to the gathering
member’s business. Second, to analyze the effect of the moving loan for
the an-Naml religious gathering, especially who used it for the food
processing business, and to analyze their income’s allocation, whether the
income is allocated for the consumption, education, and health or set the
income aside for the religious fund, such as infaq, alms, qurban and hajj’s
fund? Third, to analyze the theory and the practice of the Islamic sharia
in muamalah system done by the an-Naml religious gathering, especially
which is relating food processing business and the moving loan system.
The main data resources obtained from the gathering members’
remarks and acts, gathered by active observation, deep interview and
questioner’s distribution to the selected members. The deep interview was
conducted to the An Naml religious gathering founder to know about the
foundation’s programs, especially the enterprise program and economic
program. Furthermore, the interview was conducted with the foundation’s
father to know about the moving loan system.
The secondary data obtained from the religious gathering’s
documents: attendance list, treasurer notes, and electronic media’s note
such as: the official blog from the gathering’s leader describing the anNaml religious gathering’s program and from the books which supported
this research. In general, the populations used in this research are the
house wives who have ever had the loan from this gathering, whether the
house wives are the member of the gathering or not, whether the loan
funds would be use to do business or not. The total population is 38 house
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wives1. But, because there are a lot of business done by the loaner, and
the business are also considered, thus, the respondents’ choosing done by
the purposive sampling technique, which the sample is taken with some
considerations (Soeratno and Arsyad, 2008: 112). The considerations
taken in this research are: a) the loaner must be a member of an-Naml
religious gathering, b) the loaner mentioned in point a must have ever got
the loan from this gathering, c) the member mentioned in point a should
has got a food (and beverages also allowed) processing and still active doing
the business, d) and willing to be the respondent.
The conditions above show there are obtained 15 members as
samples in this research. The respondents’ business is being observed,
before and after the moving loan given by the gathering. However, to add
and compare the information obtained, the researcher also interviewed
the other 15 members gathering who also got the processing business, yet
didn’t get the loan, in order to know why they didn’t get the loan or to
know their respond about the gathering’s programs.
In order to get the goal settled for this research, the researcher
using some analysis tools. The quantitative descriptive analysis was
conducted by presenting data in a table which able to represents all the
samples taken. In this research the table is presenting: member’s income
table, fund allocation, percentage, mean value, modus value and median
value. Quantitative descriptive translated into words taken from the
observation and information from the members or the member’s opinion
which then being analyzed with their behavior, those words being reduced,
triangulated, summarized and verified (Usman, et al., 2011: 130).
Note : from the early periode (2009 – 2010) until the research done (periode 2012
– 2013), the moving loan from this foundation has done 68 times to 38 members. And
for those periode, the members who borrowed twice or more only 21 members, and the
members who borrowed the most are the food processing business person.
1
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This research also employs t-paired test to determine whether there
is a difference on the members’ income or not and the fund allocation
every month before and after loan is given. There two ways to make the
summary or the decision in this test, those are:
a) Comparing the value of t count with t table
 - ttable ≤ tcount ≤ ttable = H0 rejected
 tcount < - ttable or tcount > ttable = H0 accepted
b) Comparing significance or probability value (P)
P value (sig 2 tailed value (significant) and α value (0,05)
 If P value < α value = H0 rejected
 If P value > α value = H0 accepted
α value is 5 percent or 0,05, because the interval confidence is almost 95
percent. The method to determine the rejected area and accepted area are:
α = 5 % → because this is 2 sides test to find ttable, so the α has to divided
by 2, → 5 % / 2 = 2,5 % or 0,025.
 df = (N-1) → (15-1 = 14)
 ttable (0,025 : 14) = 2,145
The hypothesis formulations are:
H0 : µ1 = µ2 (proof that the average of parameter is similar with some
other averages).
Ha: µ1 ≠ µ2 (proof that the average of parameter is not similar with
some other averages).
Correlation test was used to determine the closeness between two
variables or more, which the data are quantitative and qualitative, so it is
able to be called non parametric statistic. Correlation test in this research
is a simple correlation test with two variables. The hypothesis formulations
are:
H0 = there is no relation between variable 1 and variable 2.
Ha = there is a relation between variable 1 and variable 2.
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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Significance value used to determine to measure the relation’s
strength betweens variables. The value of correlation coefficient is between
-1 and +1, with the positive and negative nature.
 Positive correlation (+) → one direction means the change of one
variable followed by the change of other variable to the same direction.
 Negative correlation (-) → contrary direction, means the change of
one variable followed by the change of other variable to the different
direction.
Women and Society Enterprising
Sulistiyani (2004; 79) defines enterprising as an effort to build
the power by giving a push, motivation and to resurrect the awareness of
the society’s potential ability and how to improve it. Suharto (2010: 59)
said that enterprises are process and goal. From the process, enterprise
means activities to activate the power or to strengthen the weaker group.
Meanwhile, in the goal, enterprise means the goal that has to be reached in
the social change including: the powerful society, having the power, ability
and knowledge to fulfill their whole life aspects.
Some literatures said that the enterprise concept were born since
the industrial revolution and created after the modern Europe was born
in the 18th century or the renaissance era (Hutomo, 2000: 1). Islam itself
has introduced the concept of enterprise long before the renaissance era.
In Islam, enterprise means how human act to survive its life in the world
(Hadi, 2015). The verse bellow explains why a man should enterprise
himself or changes him to survive in the world, and then Allah will help
him to survive in the world.
Because Allah will never change the Grace which He hath
bestowed on a people until they change what is in their (own)
soul; and verify Allah is He who heareth and knoweth (all things)
(QS.al-Anfal, 8: 53)
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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Women have the right to worship or to do ibadah and struggle for
their life same as the men. The size of the struggle depends on the closeness
to Allah. Women should fight their right to do the worship, though their
husband forbid them to do that, because awareness or hidayah is privately
and independently give by Allah (Mutahhari, 1986: 95). Allah said in holy
Quran:
Whoever works righteousness, man or woman, and has Faith,
verily, We will give a new life, a life that is good and pure, and We
will bestow on such their reward according to their actions (QS.
An-Nahl, 16: 97).
The biggest and the greatest good deeds done by a woman is her
role as a mother. Inside the household, man may be more dominant than
a woman, but in children’s growth perspective, a mother is irreplaceable.
Even there is such a famous idiom, that is: mother is the first school for
their children. To do her most important role as a mother, a woman should
have an adequate knowledge, especially a religion knowledge, that is for
her own goodness, for the children’s growth, and also to strengthen her
status as a worshipper to Allah whom says in the Qur’an:
... Allah will rise up to (suitable) ranks (and degrees),
those of you who believe and who have been granted
(mystic) knowledge. And Allah is well acquainted with all
ye do (QS. Al Mujadilah, 58: 11)
The secular economic experts said that there are four production
factors, those are: land, capital, work and some said system is also the
production factor, but there are only two production factors, those are:
land and work (Qardhawi, 1997: 144-146). Basically, capital and system
are the part of work. Al-Koran commands the Moslems to always make an
effort and forbid them to beg for others help all the time or make an effort
which will make others suffer.
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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Wife’s main obligation is to take care of her family, but if her
husband unable to fulfill all the family needs economically, she allowed
to help her husband based on the mutual assistance foundation exactly
suitable with Islam (Sakai, 2010). However, before the woman work
outside the house, the main condition is the permission from her husband.
It isn’t so appropriate for a widow to depend on other people, besides
working will help them worship Allah easier.
Islam has guaranteed a woman to work outside her home as long
as it is suitable with the Islamic and sharia laws. A woman permitted to
work outside her home as long as they maintain her behavior and fulfill
her obligation as a wife and a mother (Syahatah, 1998: 64). About the
ownership of her income,
And in no wise covet those things in which Allah hath bestowed
His Gifts more freely on some of you than others; to man is
allotted what they earn, and to women what they earn; but ask
Allah of His bounty. For Allah hath full knowledge of all things
(QS. An-Nisa, 4: 32)
“The hand above (giver) is better than the hand bellow (beggar)”
(Hadith transmitted by Muttafaq ‘Alaih)
If a woman has already had prosperous life and well educated, she
should work for her surround and society need. Aisyah said:
Prophet Muhammad said, “Jibril always reminds me to do the
good deeds to my neighbor, so I think I would have my neighbor’s
inheritance” (Hadith transmitted by Bukhari and Muslim).
Religious Gathering Economic Enterprise
Human being is created in different class; there is an upper class
and lower class. In fact, poor or rich people are sunnatullah, or Allah
decision and both are examination for human being. In reality, the people’s
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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ability to respond their social condition is varying. The middle – upper
class, which has a higher education, has bigger chances to have a better job
than the lower class, besides that, the upper class uses to have more money
to make some business.
The economic enterprise program done by productive skill training
together with aid from the PNPM Mandiri Perkotaan which gave the
business tool and composing the business group under the supervising of
the society enterprising program (BKM) called Giwangan Makmur that
would be formed into cooperative (economic enterprise). The business
group which consists of the gathering’s member would have the fund for
their capital from Trade and Industry Department, and then the fund is
being improved with the moving loan system. Related with the aid given,
such as: moving loan, training and tools, some members complain about:
a) the aid isn’t given to all the members, b) there is limitation on the aid
giving, such as the aid only given to the member who lives in Giwangan,
whereas there are some members from the outside Giwangan and, c) there
is lack of compactness between the members, for the example some tools
are always used by the chief only.
There is a major problem on moving loan program, that is the
delay of the loan payment, most of it because of the fund is being lent by
a member who doesn’t have any business, the fund lent is not appropriate
with the production needs, there is no controlling when the member
using the loan fund and there is no accompany program on production
process, most of members do not have the routine savings and some of
the members confess that they don’t have any money to pay the loan,
whereas they do the production process everyday. Meanwhile, the reason
why 15 other member don’t get the loan are, the 10 members don’t want
the loan and they seldom attend the gathering, 3 members confess they
only wanted gift and not loan, and the 2 members don’t get the loan,
because they don’t live in Giwangan.
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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The descriptive analysis result shows the average income before
and after the loan given, whether the members having the food processing
business or having another business, is increasing. Especially on the food
processing business, the income increase 2.16%. However, if we take a
deeper experiment, there are only 5 people (about 33.3%) has the income’s
increase, and 4 people (26.7%) the income isn’t affected by the loan and 6
people (40%) the income was decreasing.
The result from the descriptive analysis according to monthly
income (especially for consumption, education and health fee) compare
with the proportion of the total income before and after getting the loan,
it is known that the education fee is decreasing 23.2% after the member is
given the loan, before the loan given the education fee is 0.14%. One of
the causes is the member sending their children to the higher education
level. From the separate fund, found that that the separate fund used for
saving increasing 19.1%, the fund used for alms and other religious fund
is also increasing 19.9%. From the income’s proportion, it is proof that
the increasing fund is only happen for the saving fund, which is increasing
from 0.12 becomes 0.14, whereas the religious fund is stagnant or stable
(0,08). Ironically, the increasing of the saving fund happens because there
is an increasing 40.4% in the household loan. The paired t-test analysis
result shown the absolute or proportion value from the total income before
and after the loan given in the table below:
Table 1
Paired sample t-test
The two
different
averages test

t table

t count

Sig (2-tailed)

Total Income

2,145

-2,403

0,031

2,145

-0,142

0,889

2,145

-3,401

0,004

Food Business
Income
Consumption
Allocation

Note
H0 rejected (there is
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 rejected (there is
difference)
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Allocation
Health
Education
Savings
allocation
Religious
Fund
Allocation
Infaq’s
allocation

2,145

0,870

0,399

2,145

-1,293

0,217

2,145

-0,926

0,370

2,145

-1,925

0,075

2,145

-2,646

0,019

Alm allocation

2,145

-4,583

0,000

Qurban
allocation

2,145

-1,336

0,203

33

H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 rejected (there is
difference)
H0 rejected (there is
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)

Source: Primary data (processed)
Table 2
Paired sample t-test
The two different
averages test

t table

t count

Sig
(2-tailed)

Total Income

2,145

2,154

0,049

2,145

-0,628

0,540

2,145

1,680

0,115

2,145

-1,085

0,296

Health Education

2,145

-0,495

0,628

Savings allocation

2,145

-0,400

0,695

Religious Fund
Allocation

2,145

1,382

0,189

Infaq’s allocation

2,145

0,823

0,424

Alm allocation

2,145

-1,824

0,090

Food Business
Income
Consumption
Allocation
Education
Allocation

Note
H0 rejected (there is
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)
H0 accepted (there is no
difference)

Source: Primary data (processed)
Correlation test between the total income with the savings and
religious funds, before and after the moving loan given explains in the
table below:
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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Table 3
Correlation Test
Correlation

Pearson
Correlation
on

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0,896

0,000

0,860

0,000

0,549

0,034

0,188

0,503

Total income before the loan –
savings before the loan
Total income after the loan –
the savings after the loan given
Total income before the loan –
religious fund before the loan
Total income after the loan –
the religious fund after the loan
given

Note
Correlated
positively
Correlated
positively
Correlated
positively
No correlation
(there is only
slightly correlation,
so being neglected)

Source: Primary data (processed)
Food Processing Indicators in Islamic Perspective
Muslim has to think carefully about food they eat, we have to be
selective in choosing our food. Food we are consumed should be good
(thoyyib), clean and halal (lawful), as Allah said the Qur’an, “O ye people,
Eat what is on earth, lawful and good and do not follow the footsteps of
the evil one, for he is to you an avowed enemy” (QS. al-Baqarah, 2: 168).
The goodness and the lawful of the food, not only from the
substances of the food, but also the way we get the food, the capital we
have to buy the food, the cooking process and also its sales process. The
goodness of the food is also seen from the nutrition quality, its cleanliness,
its hygiene, so the food able to make the human’s body healthy. Prophet
Muhammad said, “The body has the rights of you.” The hadith means that
human being have an obligation to take care of their healthiness, so their
body able to function normally.
According to the food processing indicators, there are some
members who does not really care about the cleanliness and healthiness
Vol. 2 No. 1, January - April 2017
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when processing the food. Meanwhile from the moving loan agreement,
the an-Naml religious gathering still using the interest system on the
moving loan, which is the loaner have to pay the extra 10% from the main
loan fund, for 11 months. However, some keep saying, that the 10% extra
payment is a business share from the loaner or the alms from the loaners,
which will come back to them again.
Conclusion
The economic enterprise of the member of the an-Naml religious
gathering was conducted by business training, the tool giving and moving
loan to the business owner. The condition of their business after the loan
is given is seen in 5 people’s income is increasing (33,3%), 4 other people
(26,7%) have the undisturbed income (neither increase nor decrease) and
6 other people (40%) the income is decrease. The income allocation for
consumption and health fee is increasing, but the income for the education
fee is decreasing. The reality happens because they unable to afford their
children to the higher education level. The separate income is used for
savings and the religious fund is increasing, but ironically their loan is also
increasing.
Paired sample t-test proof that there a difference between the total
income before the loan given and the total income after the loan given.
However, if we see it from the food processing business income (absolute
value and proportion value), there is a difference on the proportion value,
which the value of the t count > t table (2,154 > 2,145). From the income’s
allocation the difference is undetected, except on the absolute value on the
consumption fee which the value is: -3,401 < -2,145. From the separate
fund, whether the fund is used for the saving or for the religious fund, there
is no detail difference except for the infaq and alm’s fund. According to the
correlation test proof that between the total income and the savings, before
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and after the loan given is positively related. In doing so, the connection
between the total income and the religious fund before the loan given is
related positively, but after the loan given the relation is undetected with
the significance value (0,503 > 0,05).
According to the food processing indicator, there are still many
members who do not care about the cleanliness and the healthiness of the
cooking process. The an-Naml gathering still using the interest program,
or known as riba, because still oblige the loaner to pay extra 10% from
their main loan. In order to extinguish the social imbalance between
gathering member, the management should consider about giving the loan
to all gathering’s member, because most of the gathering’s member coming
from outside Giwangan. Instead giving the loan, the management should
control the loan usage by the loaner and accompanying the production
process. Therefore the management able to know their improvement and
knowing their obstacles and helping them find the answers. After knowing
that their loan is increasing, the member hope the management to ensure
and inspire the member to pay their loan and to make more savings, so the
members no longer depend on the loan or installment anymore.
Because this gathering based on the Islam law, this foundation
should materialize the Islamic law on doing their activities, such as do
not do the riba or interest on their loan, so indirectly, the member also
got the Islamic education about riba or interest and able to do the right
muamalah system. Meanwhile, about the business improvement, Islam
offers the better and halal business system and to make a profit on both
side, the management and the member, as long as practiced according
to the Islamic rules, that is the akad or agreement is correct about the
musharaka or mudharaba.
It would be the best if the gathering’s management improve the
content of their gathering, such as bringing the orator expertise guest
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lecture, so she or he not only talk about ibadah but also about business
ethic and the most important she or he could explain about installment
system and riba or interest. This is would be able to be socialization about
the importance to know about the Islamic economy to the member,
because likes it or not, who does the muamalah or business everyday is
housewives and business owner.
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